
 The power and danger of group formation / direction 2030 
 This is just a suggestion, adapt it at will and your experience! Thanks! 

 Dear madam/sir, may we ask you some short questions? There are a few 
 small questions in part 1, and if you wish to continue, there are a few in part 2 
 as well. If you answer them briefly, part 1 will take a few minutes at most. And 
 so will part 2. 

 Questions part I 

 Dear madam, sir, may we ask you some short questions? 

 1.  To what extent do you think the media informs us correctly? ( TV, 
 newspapers, radio and their online news channels) 

 2.  Now some questions about thinking and acting as a group instead of as 
 an individual: 

 a)  Have you ever experienced that as a group you can achieve more than 
 as an individual, that a group can generate a strong energy? 

 b)  Have you also experienced that a group can influence you in such a 
 way that you would do or let things happen which you wouldn't consider 
 right? 

 c)  How easy or difficult was it for you to express your own vision and go 
 against the group in those circumstances? Suppose you lived at the 
 time of Mao, Lenin, Hitler ... for example. Would you have participated 
 with the masses, or would you have kept a critical mind? 

 d)  What do you think is most dangerous: walking with the crowd or 
 keeping a critical mind? 

 e)  How important is it for you that people think for themselves, remain 
 critical and dare to speak out? 

 If it seems important to you, the following questions may still interest you: 

 Questions part II  (feel free to shorten this) 

 1.  To what extent are we being swept along with the masses during these 
 times of crisis? 

 2.  To what extent have you noticed that  certain scientists and journalists 
 are more concerned than ever about social evolution in these times of 
 crisis? 

 3.  To what extent have you noticed that concerned scientists (and 
 journalists) have been banned from the media or ridiculed? 

 According to specialists, we now also live in a kind of mass formation. 



 There was  exclusively corona news for 3 months. Then months of reporting 
 with around 70% corona news and then suddenly up to 70% war news 
 instead and everyone thinks that, ok ... we feel pretty well informed … 
 We were told  we would have group immunity with 70% vaccination coverage 
 and many of us have gone for the umpteenth booster dose. 
 We never saw  an evaluation of: 
 damage caused by the virus vs damage caused by the counter measures... 
 and questions about that are not allowed… 
 Critical voices are silenced  - as "antivax" - even  if they are people who 
 have worked in the vaccine industry for decades. The former number 2 of 
 Pfizer, for example. We don't know the extent of the censorship, however, 
 and in some cases don't want to know. 
 Could there be something else going on? Maybe you feel it too? 
 Agenda 2030. Ever heard of it? 
 The expropriation of the Dutch farmers  was intended to happen this 
 summer, but has been postponed due to heavy protests. Farmers are 
 cornered, just like us. 
 Energy prices skyrocket  , who influences that? Who  benefits from the 
 sabotage of the Nord Stream pipeline, for example? 
 We put billions into war  , but put minimal effort into peace negotiations. 
 Energy prices are soaring  , who influences that? Who has an interest in 
 sabotaging the Nord Stream bvb? 

 (You can drop this, according to your sense of openness: 
 The World Economic Forum  has a plan that we as individuals  apparently 
 know nothing about.  It determines a lot of what happens and what politicians 
 implement, often without consultation. 
 According to the director of the WEF, Klaus Schwab, in 2030 we will "own 
 nothing and be happy". Do you think it is important that you take a critical 
 look at this, both for yourself and for the generations to come? 
 Do you know people who ask themselves, for example, “when will this stop? 
 But as new crises are constantly being added ...how should this stop?“ Or, 
 “shall I still take a booster?” Or “How will we still be able to pay our energy 
 bills?” or "Where is this all going?" 
 Please give them this information so they can take a critical look at it if they 
 want. Aren't we all entitled to honest and genuine journalism that looks into 
 all sides of the story?) 



 Do you know people who ask themselves "When is this going to stop?” “Crises keep coming... 
 How can this end?” “Should I take another booster?” “How will we still be able to pay our energy 
 bills? Where is this going?" 

 Please also provide them with this information. So that if they want, they can take a critical look at 
 it. Are we not all entitled to sincere and genuine journalism that shows all sides of the story? 
 Very short questions could also work well, e.g: 
 Do you think it is wise to (blindly) have complete faith in politics? 
 Does it seem wise to (blindly) have complete faith in the richest people in the world? (Do you know 
 their plans?) 

 You are going to be able to understand what is going on and also know what you can do about it... 
 Please take a critical look at these journalistic projects. 
 And please pass this on to all those who are not 100% sure that politicians really have the 
 people's best interests at heart. 


